Sanskar Public School
Holiday Home Work ( 2018-19)
Class VII
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Subject: English
Draw a picture of your favorite tree on a chart paper. Write how it help us.
Design a poster on “Boycott Plastic Bags”
Prepare a poster on the topic say No to Gutkha /Smoking /Drugs.
Write a paragraph of about 100-150 words on any of the following and draw
a beautiful picture related to your topic
a) What friendship mean to you.
b) A pleasant joyful dream.
c)
Laughter is the best medicine.
Design an English magazine which should have the following requirements.
a) an attractive cover page
b)Name of the magazine
c) An articles on hygiene
d) A small story
e) Jokes
f)English riddles
g)Cross word/puzzles
h) spell out famous saying on eminent personality.
(Use A 4 sheet to complete your project)
Pick out any two words from the newspaper every day. Write their
meaning and make sentence.
Subject: S.St.
Design a poster on the following topic:
1) Women empowerment
2) Clean India and green India with catchy slogan and colourful picture.
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Choose anyone of the following monuments and create a detailed project on
the parameters that follow:
a) Qutub Minar (b) Humayuns Tomb(c) Jama Masjid d) Red Fort.
The parameters are:
(a)Historical background (b) Constructed by purpose for the construction
(c) The period and empire under which it was built.
(d) Architectural style and material used. e) Distinctive feature being utilized
today.
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Prepare a project on the topic Famous Mughal Emperor’s who ruled over India
(between 1520 to 1707 AD)
Subject: Science
Draw the human respiratory system using wool, straw and color it.
Explain water cycle with diagram.
Prepare a chart with picture different types of teeth, also write about the
function of the different types of teeth.
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Prepare a project of different types of diseases caused due to the lack of
vitamins and minerals Prepare the project with colourful picture and also write
about them,
Explain the process of nutrition in Amoeba with help of diagram.
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Math
Make an activity in multiplication of fraction rational number.
What do you mean by fraction write all properties about addition, subtraction,
multiplication and division on A4 sheet.
Define integers and write all properties of integers.How can you say that every
negative number is smallest than every number.
Practice of math exercise which had done in the class (in small size copy).

